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Too Dead To Care
Take a trip to the other side
where infinity sub divides
As I watch this death unfold consciousness it slips away
Deep inside the spirit lies and in the end my only prize
Harbourers of misconception
Where's this hell
and where's this heaven?
Too Dead To Care
Spiralling acceleration dreams are only just beginning
Miniature reality it's crumbling
it's crumbling away
Universe expanding but we're
stuck inside this human shell
Tribes of spirits greetings from the
celestial brotherhood of man
Too Dead To Care

Atom
Unseen by the naked eye
it's alive
Baked in the fiery core of a star
Basic building blocks of life, recycled a billion times
Pilot wave, quantum jump, paradox
Reinvent, rediscover, season of life
Split proton from neutron,
chaos in the form of a bomb
Atom
Exist in higher dimensions disappear in a flash then return
One man's theory another’s burden,
antimatters positron
Quantum electro mechanical force
energy combines, divides and distorts
Sub atomic mutation
Reality just an illusion
Atom
Hydrogen explodes
Fuse with helium
Be the ebb and flow
Time becomes a loop

Life Force Energy
We live we die,
We reach the end
Death is a doorway,
till we meet again
On the other side,
looking back in time
See through age old eyes,
soulful paradise
And the life force energy flows
Cast your demons to the shadows
Liberate your soul
Full cycle
The black the white, what's in between?
Gateway to wisdom,
cannot be seen
The day the night, cycles of moon
As above so below,
constant spiral

12th disclosure
Best kept secret,
deceive the people
New age control,
believe what you will
12th disclosure
Break the silence, alien markings
Speaking in tongues,
tell the nation
12th disclosure
Sonar Sumeria
Constant speed,
travel through time, wormhole in the darkness
Change, mutate, they came to mix DNA
Hidden race, knowledge, the secret of human existence
Smoke, fire,
chariots of the gods, visitors from afar
Child of the stars,
slave to a creator of
Life, sun, blood, soul,
War, pain, fear, dying
Lost touch now we're
Wasting away...

Hacktivism
These lands of the free,
they're blocking the web
Web vigilantes,
cyber terrorists
Code of conduct,
IMEI, impunity
Virus wipes out the system
Black box, black out,
Hacktivism
Disinformation,
hiding the truth
Spy on another, steal your privacy
Cyber freedom, security, system shutdown
Virus wipes out the system
Black box, black out,
Hacktivism

Spacetime Collapse
The energy flows,
radiates in the sky
Who feels it knows, see through third eye
Spacetime collapse,
we're trapped
Into the void,
It's the end of human understanding
Black holes and lost souls
It's a long way to the end of the galaxy...
Empty space, dust and waves
Galactic rays, spiralling decay
Spacetime collapse
We're trapped
Into the void
It's the end of human understanding
Black holes and lost souls
It's a long way to the end of the galaxy...

Bloodline Crossbreed
Bloodline Crossbreed
A star must die
for us to live
A star must die
for us to live
Bloodline Crossbreed

Absence Of Proof
Believers, deceivers, liars
Preachers, followers, users
Belief: it needs a leap of faith
Treat you like a puppet
Pulling on your strings
Eternal battles are raging
Hidden agenda visible
Waging war against the weak
Reaching for a reason
Exponential chaos
Absence Of Proof
Leap of faith a leap of faith
Absence Of Proof

Tools Of Mass Creation
Be the light of day,
We live
I can see everything
Black holes and chemicals
See beyond the edge, they live
Spirits and energies
Fill up the emptiness
Kneel before the sun,
Pagan
Solar radiation
Deep below the land
Fire
Tools of mass creation
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